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Abstract. The paper presents the Authorisation (AuthZ) infrastructure for 
combined multidomain on-demand Grid and network resource provisioning 
which we refer to as the Complex Resource Provisioning (CRP). The proposed 
CRP model provides a common abstraction of the resource provisioning 
process and is used as a basis for defining the major AuthZ mechanisms and 
components that extend the generic AAA AuthZ framework to support CRP 
(GAAA-CRP), in particular using XML-based AuthZ tickets and tokens to 
support access control and signalling during different CRP stages. The proposed 
GAAA-CRP framework is implemented as the GAAA Toolkit pluggable library 
and allows integration with the Grid and network service and control plane 
middleware. The proposed authorisation infrastructure allows using in-band 
binary tokens to extend network access control granularity to data plane and 
support binding applications to dataflows. The paper discusses the use of the 
ForCES network management model to achieve interoperability with the 
network control plane and define the GAAA-NRP interfaces to network control 
plane. This research was conducted as a part of the EU Phosphorus project. 
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1   Introduction 

High performance distributed Grid applications that deal with high volume of 
processing and visualisation data require dedicated high-speed network infrastructure 
provisioned on-demand. Currently large Grid projects and Cloud Computing providers 
use their own dedicated network infrastructure that can handle the required data 
throughput but typically are over-provisioned. Any network upgrade or reconfiguration 
still requires human interaction to change or negotiate a new Service Level Agreement 
and involve network engineers to configure the network. Need for combined computer-
network resources provisioning and optimisation will increase with emerging Cloud 
Computing that has stronger commercial focus than Grid computing. 

Most of Grid usage scenarios can benefit from combined Grid and network 
resource provisioning that besides improving performance can address such issues as 
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(application centric) manageability, consistency of the security services and currently 
becoming important energy efficiency. The combined Grid/computer and network 
resource provisioning requires that a number of services and network resources 
controlling systems interoperate at different stages of the whole provisioning process. 
However in current practice different systems and provisioning stages are not 
connected in one workflow and can not keep provisioning and security context, what 
is resulted in a lot of manual work and many decision points that require human 
involvement. 

In this paper we extend the proposed earlier the Network Resource Provisioning 
(NRP) model [1] to the more general Complex Resource Provisioning (CRP) model 
that provides a common framework for combined Grid/computer resources and 
network infrastructure provisioning and allows for integrating existing systems/ 
services and technologies into common provisioning workflow that include such 
stages as reservation, deployment, access, and additionally decommissioning, that 
require different security and access control services and mechanisms.  

Security and authorisation services to support CRP should have high granularity, 
capable of dynamic invocation at different networking layers, and support all stages 
of the provisioned resources lifecycle. The proposed GAAA-CRP infrastructure and 
services are designed in such a way that they can be used at all networking layers 
(dataflow plane, control plane and service plane) and allow easy integration with Grid 
middleware and application layer security. For this purpose, special mechanisms are 
proposed to manage inter-layer and inter-domain security context.  

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed general CRP 
model that separates resource reservation, resource deployment, and resource access 
stages. This section also summarises common requirements to AuthZ services/ 
infrastructure to support different provisioning and AuthZ scenarios in distributed 
dynamic environment. Section 3 discusses the use of the AuthZ tickets and tokens for 
signalling and access control in multidomain CRP. Section 4 provides suggestions 
how the ForCES and Token Based Networking (TBN) can be used to achieve higher 
granularity of the control of the provisioned network paths. Section 5 briefly presents 
our ongoing implementation, and finally section 6 provides a short summary and 
suggests future developments. 

2   CRP Model and GAAA-CRP Authorisation Infrastructure 

The typical on-demand resource provisioning process includes four major stages, as 
follows: (1) resource reservation; (2) deployment (or activation); (3) resource access/ 
consumption, and additionally; (4) resource de-commissioning after it was used. In its 
own turn, the reservation stage (1) typically includes three basic steps: resource 
lookup; complex resource composition (including alternatives), and reservation of 
individual resources. 

The reservation stage may require the execution of complex procedures that may 
also request individual resources authorisation. This process can be controlled by an 
advance reservation system [2] or a meta-scheduling system [3]; it is driven by the 
provisioning workflow and may also include Service Level Agreement (SLA) 
negotiation [4]. At the deployment stage, the reserved resources are bound to a 
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reservation ID, which we refer to as the Global Reservation Identifier (GRI). The 
decommissioning stage is considered as an important stage in the whole resource 
provisioning workflow from the provider point of view and should include such 
important actions as global provisioning/access session termination and user/process 
logout, log information sealing, accounting and billing.  

The rationale behind defining different CRP workflow stages is that they may 
require and can use different security models for policy enforcement, trust and 
security context management, but may need to use common dynamic security context.  

In the discussed CRP model we suggest that the resources are organised in 
domains that are defined (as associations of entities) by a common policy or a single 
administration, with common namespaces and semantics, shared trust, etc. In this 
case, the domain related security context may include: 

 

• static security context such as domain based policy authority reference, trust 
anchors, all bound by the domain ID and/or domain trust anchor [19];  

• dynamic or session related security context bound to the GRI and optionally 
to a Local Reservation ID (LRI). 

 

In general, domains can be hierarchical, flat or have irregular topology, but all these 
cases require the same basic functionality from the access control infrastructure to 
manage domain and session related security context. In the remainder of the paper we 
will refer to the typical use case of the network domains that are connected as chain 
(sequentially) providing connectivity between a user and an application. 

Figure 1 illustrates major interacting components in the multi-domain CRP using 
example of provisioning multidomain network connectivity between a User and a 
Destination resource or application. Each networking domain is presented as  

 

• Network Elements (NE) (related to the network Data plane);  
• Network Resource Provisioning Systems (NRPS) acting as a Domain 

Controller (DC) (typically related to the Control plane);  
• Inter-Domain Controller (IDC) managing cross-domain infrastructure 

operation, often referred to as Network Service Plane (NSP).  
 

Access to the resource or service is controlled by the DC or NRPS and protected by 
the generic Authentication, Authorisation, Accounting (AAA) service that enforces a 
resource access control policy. The following functional elements comprise the 
proposed authorisation infrastructure for CRP which we will refer to as GAAA-CRP:  
 

• Policy Enforcement Point (PEP), Policy Decision Point (PDP), and Policy 
Authority Point (PAP) as major functional components of the Generic AAA 
AuthZ infrastructure (GAAA-AuthZ) [5].  

• Token Validation Services (TVS) that allow efficient authorisation decision 
enforcement when accessing reserved resources.  

 

Depending on the basic GAAA-AuthZ sequence (push, pull or agent) [4], the 
requestor can send a resource access request to the resource (which in our case is 
represented by NRPS) or an AuthZ decision request to the designated AAA server 
which in this case will act as a PDP. The PDP identifies the applicable policy or 
policy set and retrieves them from the PAP, collects the required context information,  
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Fig. 1. Components involved in multidomain network resource provisioning. CRP stages 
reservation, deployment and access are presented by the flows correspondingly GRI (forward 
from the user to the resource), pilot tokens PT4 (backward), and access tokens AT (forward). 

evaluates the request against the policy, and makes the decision whether to grant 
access or not.  

Depending on the used authorisation and attribute management models, some 
attributes for the policy evaluation can be either provided in the request or collected 
by the PDP itself. It is essential in the Grid/Web services based service oriented 
environment that AuthN credentials or assertions are presented as a security context 
in the AuthZ decision request and are evaluated before sending request to PDP. 

Based on a positive AuthZ decision (in one domain) the AuthZ ticket (Authz 
Ticket), containing AuthZ decision and context, can be generated by the PDP or PEP 
and communicated to the next domain where it can be processed as a security context 
for the policy evaluation in that domain.  

In order to get access to the reserved resources (at the access stage) the requestor 
needs to present the reservation credentials that can be in a form of an AuthZ ticket 
(AuthzTicket) or an AuthZ token (AuthzToken) which will be evaluated by the PEP 
with support of TVS for ticket or token evaluation, to grant access to the reserved 
network elements or the resource. In more complex provisioning scenarios the TVS 
infrastructure can additionally support an interdomain trust management 
infrastructure for off-band token and token key distribution between domains that 
typically takes place at the deployment stage when access credentials or tokens are 
bound to the confirmed GRI by means of shared or dynamically created interdomain 
trust infrastructure. Token and token key generation and validation model can use 
either shared secret or PKI based trust model.  

The TVS as a special GAAA-CRP component to support token-based signalling 
and policy enforcement mechanism is briefly described below.  

It is an important convention for the consistent CRP operation that GRI is  
created at the beginning and sent to all polled/requested domains when running 
(advance) reservation process. Then in case of a confirmed reservation, the DC/NRPS 
will store the GRI and bind it to the committed resources. In addition, a domain can 
also associate internally the GRI with the Local Reservation Identifier (LRI). The 
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proposed TVS and token management model allows for hierarchical and chained 
GRI-LRI generation and validation. 

Correspondingly we define the following sessions in the overall CRP process: 
provisioning session that includes all stages; reservation session, and access session. 
All of them should share the same GRI and AuthZ context. 

The proposed GAAA-CRP infrastructure includes the following access control 
mechanisms and components that extend the generic GAAA-AuthZ model described 
in [4] with the specific functionality for on-demand CRP, in particular:  

 

• AuthZ session management to support complex AuthZ decision and multiple 
resources access, including multiple resources belonging to different administrative 
and security domains.  

• AuthZ tickets with extended functionality to support AuthZ session management, 
delegation and obligated policy decisions.  

• Access and pilot tokens used for interdomain reservation process management 
access control as part of the policy enforcement mechanisms that can be used in the 
control plane and in-band.  

• Policy obligations to support usable/accountable resource access/usage and 
additionally global and local user account mapping widely used in Grid based 
applications and supercomputing. 

 

The solutions proposed in the GAAA-CRP framework are based on using such 
structural components and solutions as the Token Validation Service, the Obligation 
Handling Reference Model (OHRM) [6], and the XACML attributes and policy 
profile for multidomain CRP that can combine earlier defined XACML-Grid and 
XACML-NRP profiles [7, 8]. 

3   Using Tickets and Tokens for Signalling and Access Control and 
Token Validation Service 

In the proposed AuthZ architecture the tokens are used for access control and 
signalling at different CRP stages and considered as a flexible and powerful 
mechanism for communicating and signalling security context between domains. 
Tokens are abstract constructs/entities that refer to the related session context stored 
in the domains or by services. The GAAA-CRP uses three major types of the 
provisioning or AuthZ session credentials:  

 

• AuthZ tickets that allow expressing and communicating the full/extended AuthZ 
session context and in this way could be used as access credentials. 

• Access tokens that are used as AuthZ/access session credentials and refer to the 
stored reservation context. 

• Pilot tokens that provide flexible functionality for managing the AuthZ session and 
the whole provisioning process.  
 

Access tokens are used in rather traditional manner and described in details in [9]. 
Pilot token can be fully integrated into the existing network Control Plane 
interdomain protocols such as RSVP and GMPLS and in particular can be used as a 
container for AuthZ ticket in interdomain communication. 
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Although the tokens share a common data-model, they are different in the operational 
model and in the way they are generated and processed. The following elements and 
attributes are common for all tokens: GRI, DomainID, TokenID, TokenValue, - that 
allow unique token’s identification and validation. More details about the token 
datamodel and processing can be found in the recent authors’ paper [10].  

In the proposed GAAA-CRP the token handling functionality is outsourced to the 
Token Validation Service (TVS) that supports different token handling models and 
store token and session related context. 

Basic TVS functionality allows checking if a service/resource requesting subject or 
other entity, that possess current token, has permission to access/use a resource based 
on advance reservation to which this token refers. During its operation the TVS 
checks if a presented token has reference to a previously reserved resource and a 
request information conforms to a reservation conditions.  

In a basic scenario, the TVS operates locally and checks a local reservation table 
directly or indirectly using a reservation ID (e.g. in a form of GRI). It is also 
suggested that in a multi-domain scenario each domain may maintain its Local 
Reservation ID (LRI) and provides its mapping to the GRI. In more advanced 
scenario the TVS should allow creation of a TVS infrastructure to support tokens and 
token related keys distribution to support dynamic resource, users or providers 
federations. 

For the purpose of authenticating token origin, the pilot token value is calculated of 
the concatenated strings DomainId, GRI, and TokenId. This approach provides a 
simple protection mechanism against pilot token duplication in the framework of the 
same reservation/authorisation session.  

The following expressions are used to calculate the TokenValue for the access 
token and pilot token:  

TokenValue = HMAC(concat(DomainId, GRI, TokenId), TokenKey) 

When using pilot tokens for signalling during interdomain resource reservation, TVS 
can combine token validation from the previous domain and generation of a new 
token with the local domain attributes and credentials. 

4   Fine-Grained Policy Enforcement at Networking Layer 

4.1   In-Band Policy Enforcement with TBN 

The proposed GAAA-CRP architecture is easily integrated with the Token Based 
Networking (TBN) technology being developed at University of Amsterdam [11] to 
achieve in-band policy enforcement at dataflow layer. The TBN allows binding 
dataflows to users or applications by labeling application specific traffic, in 
particularly, our IPv4 implementation uses IPoption field to add a binary  token to 
each IP packet. The token value is calculated similar to the XML token value by 
applying HMAC-SHA1 transformation to concatenated binary strings of the masked 
IP packet payload and GRI.  

The TBN infrastructure consists of Token Based IP Switch (TBS-IP) that is 
controlled by inter-domain controllers in each domain. The TBS includes such major 
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components as Token Builder (TB) and TVS that provides a similar functionality as 
defined in the GAAA-CRP framework. The applications’ traffic is first tokenised by 
the TB of a local domain (e.g., a campus network), after which it is enforced by the 
TBS-IP at each domain along the end-to-end path.  

Tokens are used to label dataflows and can be made independent of upper layer 
protocols. In this way the token can be regarded as an aggregation identifier to a 
network service. The following four types of aggregation identifiers that can be 
combined are defined: 

 

• identifier to link a service to the NE (e.g., a multi-cast, or transcoding); 
• identifier that defines the service consumer (e.g., the grid application); 
• identifier that defines the serviced object (e.g., the network stream); 
• identifier that defines the QoS (security, authorisation, deterministic property, 

etc.). 
 

The semantics that is referred to by a token (e.g., a certain routing behaviour) can be 
hard-coded into a TBS or dynamically programmed via TVS. Hence, a token provides 
a generic way to match/link applications to their associated network services. Tokens 
can be either embedded in the application generated traffic or encapsulated in 
protocols where embedding is not supported, such as in public networks.  

To provide necessary performance for multi-Gigabit networks, TBS-IP is 
implemented using Intel IXDP2850 network processor that has a number of built-in 
hardware cryptographic cores to perform basic cryptographic functions such as 
required for TBN operation HMAC, SHA1, digital signature and encryption [11, 12]. 

TBS-IP control plane relies on a master-slave communication using ForCES 
protocol described in details in the next section.  

It is important to mention that the TBN functionality can support Multi-Level 
Security (MLS) model [13] by labelling and encrypting dataflows between security 
critical applications at data and control planes while GAAA-CRP model allows 
flexible policy based reservations and access control at service-plane.  

4.2   Using ForCES for Network Management at Control and Data Planes 

ForCES stands for Forwarding and Control Element Separation and is an upcoming 
IETF standard [14, 15]. ForCES defines a framework and associated protocol to 
standardize information exchange between the control and forwarding plane that 
comprise of Forwarding Elements (FE) and Control Elements (CE) correspondingly.  

The basic building blocks of the ForCES model are the Logical Function Blocks 
(LFBs) described in an XML format. The ForCES protocol [15] works in a master-
slave mode in which FEs are slaves and CEs are masters. The protocol includes 
commands for transport of LFB configuration information, association setup, status, 
and event notifications, etc. The protocol provides an open API for configuring and 
monitoring the Forwarding Plane in a standard manner. Grouping a number of LFBs, 
can create a higher layer service like TBS-IP in our case or a firewall. Similarly any 
security method at networking layer can be described using the ForCES model. 

The ForCES standard framework defines the transport mapping layer (TML) to 
transfer the ForCES messages from the CE to the FE and vice versa. Currently 
defined is the SCTP TML that uses SCP protocol for secure messages exchange [16].  
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We consider the ForCES network management model as a way to integrate 
networking Control plane and Data plane into the general CRP process that requires 
heterogeneous networks configuration at least at the deployment and decommissioning 
stages. Recent works to define Web Services interfaces to ForCES devices makes such 
integration even simpler [17]. In our GAAA-CRP implementation we use ForCES 
protocol for transferring TBS-IP configuration information from the inter-domain 
controller to TB and TVS.  

The ForCES framework provides a standard way of adding security services to 
both CE and FE. When used in the CRP/NRP Grid/Networking infrastructure the 
ForCES security framework [16] can benefit from using the common AuthN/AuthZ 
infrastructure. In this case the standard GAAA-AuthZ components can be added and 
related policies defined for the basic ForCES security functions such as endpoints and 
messages authentication.  

5   GAAA-NRP Implementation in GAAA-TK Pluggable Library 

All proposed GAAA-AuthZ functionality is currently being implemented in the 
GAAA Toolkit (GAAA-TK) pluggable Java library in the framework of the 
Phosphorus project [18]. The library provides also a basis for building AAA/AuthZ 
server that can act as Domain Central AuthZ Service (DCAS) or operates as a part of 
the Inter-Domain Controller (IDC) and allows for complex policy driven resource 
reservation and scheduling scenarios. 

The library allows for AuthZ request evaluation with local XACML based PDP or 
calling out to the external DCAS using the SAML-XACML protocol. Current library 
implementation [19] supports both XACML-Grid and XACML-NRP policy and 
attribute profiles as configurable metadata set. For the convenience of application 
developers, the GAAA-TK provides simple XACML policy generation tools. 

The TVS component is implemented as a part of the general GAAA-TK library but 
can also be used separately. It provides all required functionality to support token 
based policy enforcement mechanism that can be used at each networking layer and in 
particular for token based networking. All basic TVS functions are accessible and 
requested via a Java API. Current TVS implementation supports shared secret and 
PKI based token key distribution. 

The GAAA TK library provides few PEP and TVS methods that support extended 
AuthZ session management and provide necessary AuthZ token and ticket handling 
functionality (refer to the GAAA-TK release documentation [20] for the complete 
API description). The two basic PEP methods provide simple AuthZ session 
management and allow using AuthZ tickets or access tokens as session credentials, 
however they differ in either requiring complete request information or using AuthZ 
ticket or token as only access credentials. Both of these methods can either return a 
valid AuthZ ticket or token, or “Deny” value.  

6   Summary and Future Research 

This paper presented the results of the ongoing research and development of the 
generic AAA AuthZ architecture in application to two inter-related research domains: 
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on-demand optical network resource provisioning and Grid based Collaborative 
Environment that can use the same Complex Resource Provisioning model.  

The proposed AuthZ infrastructure will allow easy integration with the Grid 
middleware and applications what is ensured by using common Grid/network 
resource provisioning model that defines specific operational security models for the 
three major stages in the general resource provisioning: reservation, deployment or 
activation, and access or use. The current implementation of the GAAA-NRP 
authorisation infrastructure and GAAA-TK library in the Phosphorus project 
multidomain networking testbed provides a good basis for further research on 
improving efficiency of the provisioning and authorisation sessions management and 
extending functionality of the session management mechanisms such as discussed in 
this paper AuthZ tickets, access and pilot tokens.  

The authors will continue research into developing security and trust models for 
the GAAA-CRP and CRP to define requirements for key management in multidomain 
environment. Currently proposed and implemented TVS infrastructure uses a shared 
secret security model that has known manageability problems. 

The authors believe that the proposed solutions for AuthZ session management in 
on-demand resource provisioning will provide a good basis for further discussion 
among Grid and networking specialists. 
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